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Roger Earnhardt had humble beginnings, but even in youth he was an entrepreneur and turned a teenage
grass cutting business into one of the largest landscaping companies in the Northeast, with a 50-acre nursery
that supplied his firm and other smaller firms in the area with quality locally grown plants. Early on, he joined
forces with his younger brother, who, learning from Roger, quickly became adept at growing plants and
installing award-winning landscapes.
It was a good life for Roger and his wife Kay, who could fulfill her goal – to develop a horse farm and give their
children, two young girls, - a life that revolved around the outdoors, a life she dreamt about as a child.
As his responsibilities grew, Roger’s advisors at the local bank informed him of different life insurance options.
Roger reluctantly purchased two policies, policies he thought were too large; one personal policy, and one
funding a buy-sell agreement with his brother. Both policies were held in trust at the bank.
When Roger passed away tragically, just shy of his fifty-sixth birthday, much of the town’s business community
and just about all his clients, were at the funeral. In the following weeks, though some called on Kay and the
kids, they were now on their own – for the first time ever.
A week after the funeral, Kay and her brother-in-law met at the bank to go over the details of the buy-sell
agreement. While Kay and her daughters were unfortunately forced to make a new life for themselves,
the life insurance held at the bank proved invaluable. The buy-sell agreement proceeds ensured Kay was
compensated for Roger’s portion of the company instead of becoming part owner of a business she had no
interest in running. Roger’s personal policy cemented the dream that Kay and Roger had - now their daughters
could grow up in the home Roger and Kay built, keeping her longtime dream alive.

It is often said that life insurance is sold, not bought. That is probably true. But when a benefit is paid out, no one says the benefit
is not needed or too large, in fact, often it is found that it is not large enough. As a life insurance trustee, you have a responsibility
to maximize the value of a TOLI trust for the beneficiaries of the trust - for Kay and her children. And that is not always easy. Over
time, life insurance products have evolved to meet changing market forces and needs. Unfortunately, at times the products
were developed with overly optimistic expectations and projections, often designed to lower the premium, always designed to
make the policy more attractive to the consumer.
A general outline of the evolution of life insurance evolution is listed below. Though not in perfect chronological order of
introduction, it does provide a marketing time line.
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Term Insurance
• Easiest life insurance to understand. You pay a premium for a death benefit only.
• Level Term insurance coverage is usually for a specified period of time. The insurance
carrier provides coverage for a specific period (up to 30 years) for a level premium,
which is usually guaranteed, after which the coverage is often dropped. These level
Term policies can often be continued, usually after a re-insurance process, called
re-entry. At re-entry, the insured must submit to another underwriting process. The cost
of the continued coverage for the additional time period will increase because of
the increased age of the insured. If the health of the insured has deteriorated, it may
dramatically increase.

Term insurance policies often
contain a Conversion Provision
that allows the insured the
option to convert the Term
policy to a Permanent policy
at current age and insurance
rates, without providing
evidence of insurability.

• Term insurance policies often contain a Conversion Provision. This allows the insured the option to convert the Term
policy to a Permanent policy at current age and insurance rates, without providing evidence of insurability. This is a very
important provision, especially if the policyholder has suffered a change in health.
• Term insurance is typically used for short term coverage. Often it is used for those who have a large insurance need but
lack the cash flow currently and will convert the coverage to Permanent coverage in the future.

ISSUE

Missing the premium payment. No Cash Value cushion with
Term insurance so premium must be paid on time.

WHAT TO DO

Alert management any time premium will possibly be late.

Missing the Conversion Period is perhaps the biggest mistake
Provide documentation so Grantor is made aware of
that can be made other than allowing policy to lapse.
Conversion option. Follow up should occur as Conversion
Missing the Conversion Period can cause substantial liability
Period comes closer.
to Trustee.
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Whole Life Insurance
• A Whole Life policy provides a guaranteed death benefit as long as premiums are paid, as well as a guaranteed Cash
Value. Most Whole Life policies also provide for additional Cash Value through Dividends.
• The investment portion of a Whole Life policy goes into the General Account of the life insurance company composed
primarily of long term bonds and mortgages, as dictated by various state insurance laws.
• Whole Life contracts pay Dividends considered to be a return of premium paid when premiums received turn out to
be more than the company needs, because fewer insured die, expenses are lower, or portfolio returns are more than
expected. Dividends can fluctuate above and below the Dividends shown in the current illustration.
• The Dividends that are earned on a policy can be used in several ways:

12.50%

• Reduce premium

11.50%

• Purchase “Paid up Additions”

10.50%

• Take in Cash

9.50%

• Left with carrier at interest
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• Repay loans on the policy

7.50%
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• Whole Life contracts can be blended with a Term portion, typically
6.50%
using a Term Rider. This lowers the cost of the policy, but also lowers the
5.50%
guarantees in the policy as the cost of the Term portion is not guaranteed.
Typically, these plans are designed so that over time the Term portion is
Whole Life Dividend Rates for Major WL Carrier
replaced with paid up base Whole Life coverage, until the entire contract
has been converted. The ability to convert the policy is driven by premium
paid and Dividend performance and the amount of Term coverage that is to be converted. In some situations, when out
of pocket premium is not paid or there is a high Term component it is often impossible to convert all the coverage over
and the policy death benefit in the later years will drop, or the costs to maintain the full death benefit will increase.
• Although Whole Life policies have fixed premiums, premium does not always have to be paid out of pocket. As
mentioned, Dividends can pay the premium or even a portion of the premium. The premium can also be paid from the
Cash Value of “Paid up Additions,” those little paid up policies within the contract that are purchased with Dividends. If
the Dividend or other sources are not enough to pay the policy premium, the premium can be paid by a policy loan.
Often, this occurs automatically – a feature know as Automatic Premium Loan (APL).

ISSUE

WHAT TO DO

Dividends have not held up, at historic lows now.

Track all policies and make sure signed documentation is in
file that points out Dividends are not guaranteed.

“Blended” policies are especially stressed. Dividend drop
affects conversion to Paid Up portion. Cost of Term portion
is not guaranteed.

Review current illustrations and outcomes. Track actual
outcome versus as sold illustration or expectation and
review cost of Term component versus as sold illustration or
expectations. Signed documentation in file points all out.

Automatic Premium Loan feature not set up can cause
policy death benefit to be lost.

Confirm APL is part of contract on all Whole Life policies in
portfolio.
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(Current Assumption) Universal Life (UL) Insurance
• During the late 1970s and early 1980s, short term interest rates skyrocketed. The public
clamored for an opportunity to participate in this high rate of return, and Money Market
funds were born. Money flowed out of existing Whole Life policies into these newly
formed Money Market funds.

From 1981 to 1986, the
percentage of Whole Life
policies sold dropped from
78% of the marketplace
to 30%, as the sale of
Universal Life policies grew.

• The insurance industry, being market driven, came up with a product that would
combine the high rates of return existing in that day with the tax advantages of life
insurance.
• For the first time, there was total transparency in a life insurance product.
• A Universal policy allows adjustment of both the face
amount of the policy and the premium level funding the
policy - subject to minimum funding levels to start
the policy. Underwriting approval is needed if death
benefit is raised. Universal polices stay in force if the
Cash Value in the policy is adequate to cover the
expenses in the policy.

Credited Interest Rates for a CAUL Policy
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7.00%
• When first introduced, all of the policies sold were
sold based on projected current assumptions – the
6.00%
interest rate being paid at that point in time and
5.00%
the current costs being charged on the policy. The
4.00%
current crediting rate over the last 25 years for a top
3.00%
tier Universal Life carrier is shown to the right. Rates
2.00%
have fallen over the years. If the policy performance
expectation during the policy lifetime was based on the
current crediting rate at the time of sale, the policy Cash Value would not have earned nearly what was expected. Most
of the policies sold in the last twenty-five years, if sold with a premium expectation based on these current assumption
projections, turned out to be underfunded and many lapsed or will lapse without additional funding.

• Since the 2008-09 downturn in the economy the central banks worldwide have kept the interest rates at historic lows. The
low interest rate environment has put stress on CAUL policies which primarily invest in interest bearing vehicles. One of the
ways that carriers make their money is the interest rate spread, the difference between what they earn and what they
credit to a policy. Since the fixed investment returns have been so low, they are not making money on the spread and
some have increased the cost of insurance (COI) in their policies to make their profit.

ISSUE

WHAT TO DO

Crediting rates on CAUL policies at historic lows.

Track current rates against expectations and re-project
costs to reach policy goals. Signed documentation
obtained for file.

Historic low interest rates putting pressure on carrier causing
cost of insurance (COI) increase on many policies.

Track COI increases as they occur and develop options.
Documentation obtained for file if changes noted.

Mortality charges in later years can be much higher than
policy premium if policy values run down.

Generate in-force ledgers at policy lapse and determine
costs. Provide signed documentation for the file.
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Because so many current assumption Universal Life policies were underfunded and many lapsed, the insurance industry came
up with a new feature in Universal Life polices – the Secondary Death Benefit Guarantee.

(Secondary Death Benefit Guarantee) Universal Life Insurance (GUL)
• A new generation of Universal Life policies with death benefit guarantees took the market risk out of Universal Life policies;
however, it took the premium flexibility that was an advantage away.
• With a guaranteed death benefit policy, you have a stated premium that must be paid in full and on time or the policy
death benefit guarantee will be compromised – typically lowering the age to which the policy is guaranteed. Each
carrier has different policy designs, but in most situations if a premium is missed or late, a “catch up” premium can be paid
to put the policy guarantees back on track. However, these policies should not be thought of as flexible premium and
should be managed with the understanding that a fixed premium will be paid each and every year.
• One disadvantage of these new generation policies is that the Cash Value growth is typically much less than with a
Current Assumption product. The product is designed to provide a guaranteed death benefit, not develop significant
Cash Value. If you look at a sales illustration of one of these policies, you will see that the Cash Value will often go to zero
at some point. At this point the policy is running on the death benefit guarantees, not the Cash Value, which has been
exhausted.
• Changes to the reserve requirements for GUL policies that occurred in the beginning of 2013. The cost of many GUL
policies increased or the policy death benefits were shortened.

ISSUE

WHAT TO DO

No premium flexibility. Policy premium must be paid in full
and on time. Any variation to premium payment can hurt
policy guarantees.

Use language like the following in documentation - “Trust
Company will not be responsible for policy death benefit
guarantees lost or policy lapse because of inadequacy or
lateness of gifting to the trust. Trust gifts must be made to
the trust to allow for adequate administration and timely
premium payment.

Low or no Cash Value, especially in later years.

Make sure Grantor(s) understand this.
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Variable Universal Life Insurance
• Came to market after Variable Whole Life. Introduced in 1985 by Pruco Life, a subsidiary of Prudential Life.
• Like Universal Life, had a flexible premium.
• The most important difference was that the owner of the policy, not the carrier, invested the Cash Value.
• Cash Value is invested in Separate Accounts that are mutual fund clones.
• Like Universal Life, the VUL policy will stay in force, for if the Cash Value in the separate accounts will pay all policy
costs. But unlike the Universal Life policy, a VUL policy investment could actually lose money, making the product
more unpredictable.
• When funded to reach a certain goal the investment return will have a large impact on
the premium needed. The chart to the right shows the annual premium needed to run a
$1M VUL policy under current cost assumptions, to age 110, assuming a 65-year-old Male
underwritten as a Standard Non-Smoker.
• All VUL policies have a Fixed Account option that allows for a guaranteed rate of return.

ISSUE

Run to age 110
4% Net

$34,727

6% Net

$30,811

8% Net

$27,750

WHAT TO DO

Policy separate accounts can have negative returns.

Documents should include reference to the fact that policies
can lose money, no rates of return are guaranteed, actual
outcomes will differ than shown in illustration and additional
premium may be needed.

Owner invests the Separate Accounts.

Develop internal allocation process. Any policy in Money
Market or Fixed Account should be reviewed for reasoning.

Most policies issued in the last 10-15 years have not hit
their goals.

Review all Variable policies and re-project premium needs.
Document for the file.
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Indexed Universal Life Insurance
• Designed to provide the “upside” of equities while limiting losses.
• The product ties investment returns to a specific index such as the S&P 500® Index. It eliminates “down years” with losses
by providing a floor to the investment return. This floor might be as low 0%, but will never be a negative return.
• In addition, there is a participation rate, a percentage factor that the actual index return is multiplied by to arrive at the
adjusted return. The chart below shows the credited rate outcome for a sample policy with a 100% participation rate and
a growth cap of 10% and floor of 0% at various actual index rates.
Actual Index Rate

Times the
Participation Rate

Equals the Adjusted
Growth Rate

Subject to Growth Cap of
10% and Floor of 0%

Equals Credited Rate

18%

100%

18%

Subject to Cap

10%

9.25%

100%

9.25%

No Cap/Floor

9.25%

-14.25%

100%

-14.25%

Subject to Floor

0%

• The carrier invests the policy premium in fixed investments and uses the returns, or a portion of the return, to purchase
hedges that determine the credited return for the policy.

ISSUE

WHAT TO DO

Client expectation may be too high.

Include in all documentation reference to fact that no
rates of return are guaranteed, actual outcomes will differ
than shown in illustration and additional premium may be
needed.

Policies hard to understand.

Make sure Grantor understands risks of the policy.

ONE FINAL NOTE: The policy types defined in this handbook are a general outline and actual policy types can have
a combination of features. For example, an Indexed Universal Life policy can have a death benefit guarantee for
an extended period of time. Or a Variable Whole Life policy can have the characteristics of a Whole Life policy with
the investment options of a Variable policy. However, the majority of policies you run across will fall into one of the
categories described in this handbook.
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Life Insurance Cash Value Investments
Each particular life insurance policy type with Cash Value has a specific investment strategy, each with differing investment risk.
In most policies, the carrier is investing the Cash Value. In a Variable Life policy the Owner directs the investment. In an Indexed
UL policy, the Owner can choose the Index that is tracked.
Policy Type

Cash Value Type

Invested By

Term

NA

NA

Whole Life

Fixed, General Account

Carrier

Universal Life

Fixed, Interest Rates

Carrier

Variable Universal Life

Separate Accounts,
"Mutual Fund Clones"

Separate Accounts
Chosen by Owner

Indexed Universal Life

Tied to an Index with Cap, Floor and
Participation Rate

Carrier Purchases Hedges,
Index Chosen by Owner

Universal Life “Chassis”
Cash Value Investments
• Current Assumption UL (CAUL): Based
on Fixed Interest rates

Premium Deposited
Into Policy

Policy Expenses
• Cost of Insurance (COI)
• Policy loads

• Variable UL (VUL): Based on Separate
Accounts that are mutual fund clones

• Administration charges

• Indexed UL (IUL): Based on returns in an
Index, with a floor and a ceiling

• Investment fees and expenses

• Rider charges

• M&E Risk charges
• Surrender charges
• Loan interest

Cash value in policy
grows tax deferred.
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The Math of Universal Life

Understanding the Universal Life “Chassis”
Premium needed to carry
policy goes down

...as the interest credited
to the policy goes up
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Get FREE
CE Credits!
Offering Free CFP, CTFA and FIRMA Certified
Member Continuing Education Credits.
ITM TwentyFirst University focuses on life insurance education and provides TOLI trustees, attorneys,
advisors, regulators and others with practical guidance to use in their practice. The course topics
include real life case studies that can be applied to day to day situations. Subject matter is
designed to help ensure that advisors can provide insureds and beneficiaries with exceptional
support related to life insurance.

Visit itm-twentyfirst.com/Education to register!

Stay
Informed
The Latest In TOLI News

Visit the ITM TwentyFirst Blog
at blog.itm21st.com
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Life Insurance is…..
Life Insurance 101
(for TOLI Trustees)

Sold,
not
bought
Click to edit Master text styles

ITM TwentyFirst University - 2017

Life Insurance Marketing

TOLI Issues and Solutions
2017 In Review
Tuesday December 12th, 2017 at 2 PM ET
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Today’s Agenda
Want to accomplish 3 Things:
1. Give you an understanding
of life insurance policies
2. In a way that is useful
3. Apply the understanding

Click to edit Master text styles

Click to edit Master text styles

Life Insurance Marketing
 “Probably the most versatile and attractive financial planning
instrument ever introduced by a life insurance company.”
 “Permanent lifetime protection and tax advantages. A
sophisticated product specifically designed to give people with
substantial resources the financial protection and flexibility
their situation requires. That makes it an ideal financial and
estate planning vehicle.”
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Life Insurance Characteristics

Term Life Insurance

• Premium: Required or
Flexible

• Guarantees: Guaranteed
or Not?

• Cash Value: What is the
Investment?

Click to edit Master text styles

Short Term or Long Term Coverage?
Term Insurance
Short Term
• Adjustable
Renewable Term
(ART)
• Level Term
• 10 Years
• 15 Years
• 20 Years
• 30 Years

Click to edit Master text styles

Term Life Insurance

Permanent Insurance
Long Term
• Whole Life (WL)
• Universal Life
• Current
Assumption
(CAUL)
• Variable (VUL)
• Equity Index
(EIUL)

Click to edit Master text styles

Term Life Insurance
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Term Life Insurance Issues
No Cash Value in Policy
•

There is no buffer
in a Term policy
allowing the
policy to lapse
if one premium
is missed

Typically a guaranteed level premium for a period of time.

Click to edit Master text styles
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Term Life Insurance Issues
Conversion Provision
•

Whole Life Insurance Guarantees

• Guaranteed death benefit
• Guaranteed to endow
• As long as premium is paid
each and every year in full

A provision that allows
the insured the option to
convert the Term policy
to a Permanent policy at
current age and
insurance rates, without
providing evidence of
insurability

Click to edit Master text styles

Term Life Insurance Characteristics

Click to edit Master text styles

Whole Life Insurance Dividends

• Paid in addition to the
guaranteed cash value
• Considered a “return of
premium”

• Premium: Required
• Guarantees: Yes
• Cash Value: Has None

Click to edit Master text styles

Whole Life Insurance

Click to edit Master text styles

Whole Life Insurance Dividends

A
Black
Box
Click to edit Master text styles

• To reduce premium
• Purchase “paid up additions”
• Repay loans on the policy
• Taken in cash
• Left with carrier at interest

Click to edit Master text styles
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Whole Life Insurance Dividends
To Reduce Premium

• Policy Premium = $15,000
• Dividend = $8,000
• Out of Pocket Premium = $7,000

Click to edit Master text styles

Whole Life Insurance Dividends
12.50%

“Blended” policies
• Policies blended with
Term to lower costs
• Term converted over time
• If not converted then
costs go up or policy
death benefit is lost

Click to edit Master text styles

Whole Life Insurance Issues
APL Issue

11.50%

Automatic Premium Loan

10.50%

• Policy premium can be
paid from the cash value
in the policy

9.50%
8.50%
7.50%
6.50%
5.50%

Whole Life Insurance Issues

1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997 1999 2001 2003 2005 2007 2009 2011 2013 2015 2017
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Whole Life Insurance Issues

• Policy performance
• Blended policies
• APL feature
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• If APL is not present
policy death benefit can
be reduced or lost
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WL Characteristics

• Premium: Required?
• Guaranteed: Yes, if…
• Cash Value: Fixed
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Universal Life Chassis

Universal Life Characteristics
Non-Guaranteed Death Benefit/Flexible Premium Payment
 Current Assumption Universal Life
 Variable Universal Life
 Equity Index Universal Life
Guaranteed Death Benefit/Fixed Premium Payment
 Guaranteed Universal Life
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Current Assumption Universal Life
(CAUL)

Universal Life Chassis

The “Math” of
the Universal
Life Chassis -

19.08%

an Excel Spreadsheet
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Universal Life Chassis

Premium needed to
carry policy goes
down...

...as the interest
credited to the
policy goes up
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Current Assumption Universal Life
(CAUL)
One of the Ways Carriers Make Money
is the Interest Rate Spread
Carrier Earns 6%
Carrier Credits Policy 4%
Carrier Profit Equals 2%

Click to edit Master text styles
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Current Assumption Universal Life
(CAUL) Crediting Rates

Current Assumption Universal Life
(CAUL) COI Increases
• Transamerica
• AXA (USFL)
• Legal & General
• Banner
• William Penn
• Voya
• AXA (Athena II)
• Conseco
• Transamerica (again)
• Lincoln National (Aetna)
• Lincoln National (JP)
• Northwestern Mutual

9.50%
8.50%
7.50%
6.50%
5.50%
4.50%
3.50%
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Current Assumption Universal Life
(CAUL) Crediting Rates
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CAUL Characteristics

• Historically low interest
rates

• Premium: Flexible
• Guaranteed: No
• Cash Value: Fixed

• 35% of government
debt at negative
interest rates
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Guaranteed Death Benefit Universal Life
(GUL)

Federal Funds Rate Since 1980
25.00

Death benefit guaranteed as long as
required premiums are paid in full
and on time ---

20.00
15.00
10.00
5.00

2015-02-01
2016-07-01

2013-09-01

2012-04-01

2009-06-01
2010-11-01

2008-01-01

2006-08-01
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2005-03-01

2002-05-01

2000-12-01

1998-02-01
1999-07-01

1996-09-01

1993-11-01
1995-04-01

1992-06-01

1991-01-01

1988-03-01
1989-08-01

1986-10-01

1985-05-01

1982-07-01
1983-12-01

1981-02-01

1979-09-01

1976-11-01
1978-04-01

1975-06-01

1974-01-01

1971-03-01
1972-08-01

1969-10-01

1966-12-01
1968-05-01

0.00
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Guaranteed Death Benefit Universal Life
(GUL) Issues
• No premium flexibility
• Minimal cash values
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GUL Characteristics

• Premium: Required
• Guaranteed: Yes
• Cash Value: Fixed, Minimal
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Variable Universal Life (VUL)
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Variable Universal Life (VUL)
• Cash Values invested in
Separate Accounts
• Separate Accounts
include all asset classes
including equity
investments
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Variable Universal Life (VUL)
• First policy to have cash
values directed by policy
owner
• First policy where
investments could lose
money
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Variable Universal Life (VUL)
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Variable Universal Life Insurance Issues
• Trustee must invest
the Cash Value
• Possible negative
returns
• Policies have not
performed as
expected
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VUL Characteristics

Equity Index Universal Life (EIUL)
More conservative
than Variable?
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Equity Index Universal Life (EIUL)

• Premium: Flexible
• Guaranteed: No
• Cash Value: Equity, Lose $
Indexed UL Example
Cap of 10%
Floor of 0%
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Market Correction of 2007-08
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Equity Index Universal Life (EIUL)
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Equity Index Universal Life Insurance Issues

Recap

• Expectations too high?
• Policies hard to
understand
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EIUL Characteristics

• Premium: Flexible
• Guaranteed: No
• Cash Value: “Equity”
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Recap
Premium Driven
 Term Life
 Guaranteed Universal Life
Cash Value Driven
 Current Assumption Universal Life

• Whole Life
Insurance

 Variable Universal Life
 Equity Index Universal Life
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Recap
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Questions?
Michael Brohawn, CFP, CLU
mbrohawn@ITM21st.com
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